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10 Complete the sentences using the correct word shape in brackets. English GrammarSentencesParticiple ClausesParticiple Clauses Clauses Clauses - Exercises English Grammar Tenses Tense Comparison Of Verbs Conjugator Noun Articles Pronouns / Defining Adverbs Offering Offers Exercise Listening / Reading Understanding Understanding
Vocabulary Numbers, Dates, Time Country/Nationality Themed Vocabulary Idioms confusing words Vocabulary Calendar Writing School Punctuation Stylistic Devices Narrative Perspective Culture English Talking Country Books and Apps apps for Apple iPad Help Glossary Look at these examples to see how participle provisions are used. When careful,
these boots will last for years to come. Not wanting to overshadow his feelings, I avoided the question. Having lived together hard times, they were very close friends. Try this exercise to test your grammar. Grammar Test 1 Grammar B1-B2: Part of the position: 1 Read the explanation to find out more. The grammatical explanations of the Participle provisions
allow us to speak information in a more economical way. They are formed using current participles (go, read, see, walk, etc.), past participles (gone, read, saw, walked, etc.) or perfect partpleicis (went reading, seeing, passing, etc.). We can use participle provisions where participle and verb in the main paragraph have the same subject matter. For example,
while waiting for Ellie, I made some tea. (While I was waiting for Ellie, I made some tea.) Participation provisions do not have a certain amount of time. The tension is indicated by the verb in the main paragraph. Partial provisions are mainly used in written texts, especially in the literary, academic or journalistic style. Present engagement provisions Here are a
few common ways we use the current participle provisions. Note that current participles have a similar meaning for active verbs. To give the result of the actionBomo bomb exploded, destroying the building. To give her reason to act, that she loved to read, Richard bought her a book. To talk about the action that happened at the same time as another
actionStanding in the queue, I realized I had no money. To add information about the topic of the main item, starting the new year, the new policy prohibits cars in the city center. Past participle states here are some common ways that we use past participle states. Note that past participles usually have a passive value. With a similar value, if conditionUsed in
this way, participles can make your letter more concise. (If you use participles this way...) To name the cause of the action, which was reported by the news, she called To add information about the subject of the main position filled with pride, he approached the stage. The ideal participation of the State Perfect participle provisions show that the actions they
they they was finished before the action in the main paragraph. Ideal participles can be structured to make active or passive meaning. Dressed, he slowly went down. Once they have completed their training, they will be fully qualified doctors. After she was fired, she started looking for a new job. Participle clauses after connections and excuses It is also
common for participle clauses, especially with -ing, to follow links and pretexts such as before, after, instead, on, since, when, while and despite. Before cooking, you should wash your hands. Instead of complaining about it, they should try to do something positive. Arriving at the hotel, he went to get back. Packing, she thought about the last two years. Even
though I read the instructions twice, I still couldn't figure out how to use it. Do this exercise to test the grammar again. Grammar Test 2 Grammar B1-B2: State Participation: 2 What is participle position? Partial provisions are not very common in colloquial English; however, you can find many examples in writing English, maybe because participle provisions
can be very useful. They allow us to express state, reason, cause, result or time in the same way that the full adverb of the position, only with fewer words. Look at a few examples: After she finished the exam, she felt very happy. After completing the exam, she felt very happy. Since she didn't know where the theater was, she asked for directions at the front
desk. No, no. Not knowing where the theater was, she asked for directions at the front desk. -ing participle states this is one of the most common participle states. We may use certain provisions to refer to the present or the past. Since she was such a great singer, she had no problem finding a job. Being such a great singer, she had no problem finding a job.
When I talk to you, I'm always better. Talking to you, I always feel better. Because I was walking fast, I soon caught up with him. Walking fast I soon caught up with him. Having past positions about participle, using the ideal position - ing participle you can emphasize that the action was previous to another. These provisions are usually used to express the
reason for the second action. Having lost all the games, he felt depressed. Not eating for hours, I was desperate to find a restaurant. It's common to have a passive structure - past participle as an alternative ever since the clap (cause): Being unemployed for so long, he felt he would never find a job. (Since it was ...) After being promoted, she decided to stay
in the company. (Because she ...) Participation provisions may also follow pretexts or connections: after, before, instead, without, when, until, etc. (mostly - state participle) is pretty common: Be sure to take your bags out of the sn alone. Instead of listening to me, Tom left the room. After he lost a lot of games, he felt depressed. I visited her after talking to her
mother. People often use their phones while driving. Past participle (-ed/third column) Past participle clauses usually replace the sentence with a verb in a passive voice. Found in a trash can, the briefcase contained classified information. (The portfolio was found.) Impressed by the painting, John praised the artist. (He was impressed with the painting.)
Founded 20 years ago, the company has received many awards. (The company was founded 20 years ago.) Located in the city centre, the bar is very popular with tourists. (Bar located in the city center) Please note that these parts of the provision can often be replaced by a relative position: a briefcase that was found in the trash contained classified
information. John, who was impressed with the painting, praised the artist. The company, founded 20 years ago, has received many awards. The bar, which is located in the center of the city, is very popular with tourists Be careful with this common mistake! You should always make sure that the verb subject in the participle clause and the verb subject in the
main paragraph are the same. Using two different subjects is the most common mistake of students when they try to use participle provisions. If you mix it with soda, the cocktail tastes even better. (The theme of the mixture is you, and the subject of flavors is a cocktail.) INCORRECT: Mixing it with soda, the cocktail tastes even better. (Subjects are different.)
CORRECTION: Mixed with soda, the cocktail tastes even better. If you water them at night, plants live longer. INCORRECT: By watering them at night, plants live longer. CORRECTION: Water at night, plants live longer. Page 2 - Cram Up - Grammar - Participation - Exercise English Exercises qgt; Exercises Free English Level C2 course. In this course we'll
look at fine-tuning your English language as well as looking at some more idiotic expressions and suggestions of designs. By the time you complete the C2 level, you should have no problem in any English situation. However, we strongly recommend that you complete lessons at B2 level before you start here - or at least make sure to check your CEFR level
first! We will also look at all forms of English time, as well as look at some of the more complex English grammars (such as subjunctive). We also have a high level of reading texts and exercises, so you further develop your English skills (make sure you also review the vocabulary section of the site!). Level CEFR is the highest level of English possible. Once
you have mastered this level of English, you are in (or (or English speakers. We are constantly developing new resources for all our CEFR levels, so be sure to check back often. Ready to get started with this free English Level C2 course? Click on the first lesson in the table below! Browse the participle provisions here. Download this quiz in THE PDF here.
Need more practice? Get a better English grammar with our courses. Browse the participle provisions here. Download this quiz in THE PDF here. Need more practice? Get a better English grammar with our courses. Courses. past and present participle clauses exercises. past participle clauses exercises pdf. present and past participle clauses exercises pdf.
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